OUTSIDE COURSE LIST

Outside courses counting for a Cognitive Area Course
An upper division (5-unit) course from any of the following courses can be used to satisfy one of the two upper division courses required in the Cognitive Area for the general psychology major OR the two outside courses required for the intensive psychology major.

**Anthropology**
101 - Human Evolution
106 - Primate Behavior and Ecology
110 - Anthropology of Movement

**Biology**
20C - Ecology & Evolution
125 - Neuroscience
140 - Behavioral Ecology

**Computer Science**
140 - Artificial Intelligence

**Economics**
11A - Mathematical Methods for Economists I
11B - Mathematical Methods for Economists II

**Linguistics**
101 - Phonology
113 - Syntax II
116 - Semantics II
117 - Pragmatics
123 - Philosophy of Language (Cross-listed with Philosophy)

**Linguistics (Cont’d)**
140 - Language Change

**Mathematics**
11A - Calculus with Applications
11B - Calculus with Applications
19A - Calculus for Sciences, Engineering, and Mathematics
19B - Calculus for Science, Engineering, and Mathematics
21 - Linear Algebra
22 - Introduction to Calculus of Several Variables

**Philosophy**
121 Knowledge and Rationality
123 Philosophy of Language (cross-listed with Linguistics)
125 Philosophy of Science
133 Philosophy of Mind
135 Philosophy of Psychology

Outside courses counting for a Developmental, Social or Personality Area Course
An upper-division (5-unit) course in the range 100-189 from any of the following departments can be used to satisfy one of the two upper-division courses required in either the Developmental, Social, or Personality Area for the general psychology major OR the two outside courses required for the intensive psychology major.

American Studies
Anthropology
Biological Sciences
Community Studies
Education
Feminist Studies

History of Consciousness
Latin American and Latino Studies
Linguistics
Philosophy
Sociology

*Note: no course can be used that is cross-listed with a psychology course, taught by a psychology faculty member, or one in some cases that will be used to satisfy a requirement for another major or minor.*